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ABSTRACT 
The theory of three-dimensional flow ln axial turbomachlnee waa 
extended to include the effects of variable hub and tip radii such aa 
occur ln tho entrance stagea of conventional axial flow compressor• 
and, to a larger extent, ln mixed flow compressors. The problem la 
simplified by assuming an infinite number ol inlin!tely thin bladea ln 
each blade row, ao that axially symmetric fluid motion results. 
The efiect of variable hub and tip l"adli of the annulus walls h 
investigated when the tangential velocities are amall but arbitrary, 
and when they are large but of special form. The combined efiect of 
heavily loaded inlet guide vanes and variable hub radius is also inves-
tigated for the case ln which the inlet guide vanes impart a motion 
very nearly of the solid· body type. The boundary conditione for the 
variable hub ra.diue require linearization, thus restricting the magni• 
tude of perturbation to be induced by the wall. Finally, the efiect of 
a loaded blade row placed behind the inlet guide vane le determined. 
The local axial and tangential velocities induced by the variable 
wall radius were found to be of the same general magnitude ·as the 
velocities induced by a normal rotor or stator blade row. Although 
the forms of the solutions are somewhat complex for routine applica-
tion in turbomachine design. a sufficiently simple approximate result 
ie obtained for one case and lt l8 indicated how the method of approxi-
mation may be extended. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
It bas become' usual in the theory of turbomachin~ flow to divide 
the process of describing the flow field into two nea.rly independent 
parts. One ie the calculation of the e!£ective mean flow lleld in which 
the individual blade rows may be considered located; the second ia the 
calculation of the detailed llow about the individual blade8. Thla 
aubdivision 11, of course, not st:detly accurate, since it doea not 
permit the treatment of important problems of aeconda.ry flow and 
other strictly th:ree .. dimensional phenomena. 
The llow field calculated in the first step ls designated the 
throughflow• and ie almost invariably calculated as axially aymmetrlc. 
Physically, thla implies an infinite number o£ infinitely thin. lightly 
loaded blades ln each blade row. Some general• qualitative consid-
erationa of the throughflow were given by Ruden (1) a11d, although he 
did not develop any method for calculating the flow field in detail• he 
did:ntcte many of the simplifying features that have since gone into the 
development of the theory. The first actual calculation was a rather 
highly simplified treatment where only the f19w field far downstream 
of a single blade row was determined when the flow far upstream wu 
given. This calculation. which baa become known as the ra.dial equi-
librium theory. was apparently conceived by several people almost 
simultaneously. W. Traupel (2) published an early account employing 
this approximation while Rannie (3) had been employing almllar 
reaults in this country several years earlier. It appears now, too, 
that aomewh.&t eimilu• work had been done ln England during the aame 
general time period. 
The only shortcomings oi the radial equilibrium theory were that 
it applied only to compressor or turbine stages where the inner and 
outer radii were constant for a. considerable distance upstream and 
downstream of the blade row, and that it gave no indication as to how 
this change in flow field developed between the stations tar upstream 
t.nd downstream of the blade row or through the blade row. 
This latter difficulty was overcome to a large extent by Marble 
(4), who developed solutions for detailed flow field in the net.ghborho·od 
and through a blade row of arbitrary loading. The blade row was, of. 
course, considered to produce an axially symmetric flow field and 
consequently, the approximation within the blade row was lUtely to be 
poorer than that a short distance outside it. These calculations 
probably give more detail than the approximations of infinite blade 
number merit. Consequently, Marble (5 ), and later Marble and 
Michelson(6), developed a rather elementary approximation which, 
although less accurate than the original linearized tl"eatment, is much 
simpler and convenient to apply in practice. This technique, which 
has become known as the exponential approximation. has since been 
exploited to a considerable extent by Railly (7) and by Horloek(S, 9). 
The problem of calculating turbomachine throughflow in the 
presence of variations in hub and tip shroud radii has. to the present. 
been treated only by numerical means. The numerical calculations 
of Wu (10, 11) are more or less typical of the techniques employed. 
It is not particularly difficult, it turns out. to extend Marble's orig-
inal linearized analysis to include hub and tip radii that vary by a 
small fraction of the total blade length. This analysis, carried out 
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ln Chapter Ill of the following work, permits :rather simple calculation 
of wall aha.pes ot a. rather general type in the presence o1 a llghtly 
loaded blade row. Ful"thermore, lt proves poaalble to extend the 
principle of the exponential approximation to include some o1 the wall 
shapes and hence the computations become extremely elementary. 
Unfortunately, the most important problema are associated with 
the hub expansion in the neighborhood of the entrance vane and first 
rotor of an axial flow compressor. Here, because of the high loadhl1 
of the entrance vane, the foregoing calculation la subject to some 
questions. This particular problem t.e treated ln detail, t ·herefore, 
employing a particular radial blade loading on the entrance guide 
vane, one that is fairly close to a aoHd body rotation. The equations 
of motion then become linear even ln the presence o! a large loading, 
in a manner similar to that of Bragg and Hawthorne (12), and it 
proves possible to obtain explicit solutions for an arbitrary, but 
small, variation of hub radius in the presence of heavily loaded guide 
vane and rotor. 
II. GENERAL THROUGHFLOW THEORY 
The flow h described (fig. l) in a cylindrical coordinate aystem 
r • e, Z, by the velocity components U , '\.1, w respectively. The 
correaponding radial, tanaentlal, and axial vorticity componente are 
(l) 
(l) 
(3) 
Denoting the axially symmetric force component. corresponding 
to a blade row by F,. , ~=""e , ~=""z , and denoting the stagnation 
pressure of the fluid as P , the equations of motion are 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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Variations in Total Pressure For the particular case of incom• 
presaible flow, the Euler turbine equation may be obtained in a simple 
manner. The first law of thermodynamic• for a flow system with no 
external heat addition, states that the rate of increase of total he ad of 
the fluid ie equal to the rate of work input to the fluid. It h 
advantageous, then, to follow fluid mae • along the streamline•. U 
the length 5 h the distance measured from an arbitrary origin along 
the axially symmetric stream aurface in a fixed meridional plane, 
then the derivative along the stream aurface, moving with the fluid, h 
(7) 
where Ys •Vu~ +wa. is the me ridional velocity along the stream 
surface. Since the rate of work input to the fluid by the blade• h aimply 
wr Fg • where w is the angular velocity o£ the blade, the firet law 
may be written 
(8) 
Equation 7, used with equations 1, 3 and 5 leads to 
(9) 
Equations 8 and 9 may then be combined to give the differential 
form of the Euler turbine equation as applicable to incompressible flow, 
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(10) 
The Tangential Vorticity The expression for the tangential vorticity, 
equation 2, shows that the tangential vorticity component include• both 
the radial and axial velocities, and since these components make up 
the throughflow, it h appropriate to investigate the propagation of 
tangential vorticity. In carrying out thh analysis lt will prove 
necessary to calculate the variation of quantities normal to the stream 
surfaces, and hence a length must be introduced to meaaure distance 
normal to the stream surface. Thia may be accomplished using the 
stream function 'tJ itself, which h defined by the properties that 
\d"V 
w=-v= or 
(11) 
(lZ) 
It may be seen from consideration of the flow between two nearbf)" stream• 
surfaces, that the normal distance between surfaces differing in stream-
function by ~4-' is given by - :v~ ~4J The differential operator for 
w-a u'd 
rates of change normal to a stream surface is just v,. or - Vs ~ 
ao that we may write 
(13) 
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Now, it h a simple matter to calculate the variation of total 
bead ~ normal to the •treamaurface, by taking ~\~) from 
equation 4, and ~i!. ~~) from equation 6. Subatltutlns tbeae 
valuea into the right aide of equation 13 givea 
Equation 14 may be interpreted as a relation for the tangential 
vorticity. The two groups of terms appearing on the risht aide of the 
equation, with the tangential vorticity, may be simplified somewhat. 
Equation• 1, 3 and 13 give 
The group 
'dvr 
= -\4V d'V 
h simply the force component 
normal to the stream aurfaces and consequently it h convenient to 
define 
w u 
v..., Fr - V. F',.. • 10 ... 
(14) 
(lS) 
(16) 
.. a. 
Substitution of equations 15 and 16 into equation 14 leads to 
Thie result was obtained for the more general case of com• 
pressible flow by Marble (13), as well ae in more restricted form by 
Marble and Michelson ( 6 ), and Bragg and Hawthorne ( 1 ~. In this 
form, the equation h not very useful for determining the tangential 
vorticity since differentiation occurs with respect to the unknown 
streamfunction, however, it is a very convenient guide for physical 
(17) 
reasoning. The tangential vorticity associated with the force component 
~..., is essentially a "bound vorticity" and is of the same origin as 
the bound vorticity connected with the lift of a wing. If the angular 
momentum were invarient with \tJ and the tangential vorticity depended 
on the total head only, then the flow outside of the blade row becomes 
relatively simple. It is clear from equation 8 that with no blade forcea 
the total pressure remain• constant along stream aurfaces, and hence 
Yl;r 1e constant along a atreamsur!ace. lt· la easily shown ( 4) that 
this result follows from the fact that the circulation about a physical 
annular vortex tube remains constant as it moves outside of a force 
field. On the other hand, if the total head was uniform, and again the 
space outside a blade row is considered, the tangential vorticity arises 
only from the angular momentum. But from equation 9, the angular 
momentum is constant along stream surfaces, and hence the quantity 
ytr h constant along a stream aurface. This result is related to 
the fact that the circulation about a given helical atream tube remain• 
constant, but the stream tube itself may have a greater or amaller 
component in the tangential direction, depending upon how the atream 
tube h deformed by the flow. 
The Mathematical Problem The velocity components U and W are 
of central intereat, and thua the tangential vorticity, equation 17, will 
be the focus of attention. From equations 2, 11, and 12, it followa that: 
The partial differential equation for the stream function la thus 
found to be 
(18) 
(19) 
The total head and angular momentum are described by equation• 
8 and 9 respectively. 
It la now possible to make some statements regarding the formu• 
latlon of the inverse problem, that la, where something other than the 
blade geometry is prescribed. The statements are not really conclusive 
because the non-linear nature of equation 19 precludes the guarantee of 
a well behaved solution under boundary conditione of any generality. 
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The results are of interest, however, because they do delineate the 
maximum amount of information that must be prescribed. 
If one prescribes 
1.) or r Yc.r,-a.'t or ~ \r,~) throughout the machine 
cf. equations 8, 9, 10),. 
2. ) The blade shape or loading at the leading edge (cf. Ref. ( 6 ) ) , 
3.) That the flow be tangential to inner and outer walla of given ahape; 
4.) The values of streamfunction, total head and angular momentum 
far upstream of any blade row,. 
S.) That the atreamfunction, total head and angular momentum be 
regular far downstream. 
then the details of the throughflow can be determined through 
solution of equation 19 together with such of equations 8; 9, 10 and 17 
as are required for the quantity given under (1) above. 
In the past considerable work has been done on the theory that 
the three dimensional flow field is assumed to be axially symmetrical. 
( 4 ), ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) Physically this pictur ~implies that the blade rows 
must consist of an infinite number of infinitely thin blades. Thie theory 
succeeds very well in deacribing the induced flow field in which the 
in•Jividual blades may be considered to be operating. However, while 
the description of the flow field induced by the blades is covered 
adequately by these theories, the effect of a variable hub radius or 
tip radius has not been considered. 
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It Ia nearly always the case in actual turbomacbinea that hub 
radf.WI, Up radf.ua or both vary along the direction of now. In many 
t.natancea, for example t.n the early atagea of a multbtage com• 
preaaor, the bub and tip radii vary so much that the change of radius 
through a given blade row muat be taken into account ln determtnina 
the throughflow. While it ls true that a significant portion of tbla 
change ln radlua may be to compensate for density changealn the 
llutd which. in thla &D&lyata, are being neglected, the general now 
pattern about the mean now Ia not ao greatly cha.n.ged by thb com-
pre• aibWty effect, ao that the lncom.pre asible now pattern give a 
moat of the nec:esaary. lnformatlon. It is the effect of a variable 
wall radius that ia moat thoroughly investigated In the following 
aectiona. 
The re&ulte of the following analysis could also be applied 
to the deacrlptlon of throughflow in axial flow water pumps, in 
whlc:b of courae, the compressibility la not a factor. The ao-c:alled 
mixed now compressor, :ln which the hub and tip radii are both 
lnc:reaaed should alao be suitable for analyala by the following 
tec:hnlquea, though care ahould bo taken that the amplitude of the 
wall variation should not be such as to invalidate the linearizing 
&laumptlona used in the application of th<:: boundary conditione. 
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UL EFFECT OF V AlliABLE HUB AND TIP RADD 
The effect of variable hub and tip radtl on the flow field le to 
be determined, and then the re•ulte eo found may be auperlmpoaed 
on the reaulta previously obtained for the effeeta of blade loadina ( 4 ) • 
The equation to be uaed for uniform inlet now with no rotation may 
be eeen from equation 19 to become 
cl ( I d4J ) L ( I d4-' ) o~\ro:e + "dr \~ 'dr = o (ZO) . 
In thte caee, it h convenient to work with the radial velocity 
lteelt, and thua taking the derivative by i!' of equation ZO, and 
mald.ng uae of equation 11, we find that 
(Zl) 
The problem of throughflow with variable hub and tip radii Ia 
then described by equation Zl together with the boundary conditione 
u dt~, 
w=az 
(ZZ) 
(Z3) 
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The quanUtlea ~ and v;. re£er to the variable hub and 
tip radii and will be prescribed for a given geometry. The boundary 
c:ondltlons given by equations 23 and Z4 are non Unear, and lt la thua 
necessary to Unearlze them to allow aolutlon of equation Zl. Thla 
llnearlsation la achieved simply by repladng the axial veloc:ity 
by the undisturbed entrance velocity at infinity, Wtol • Tbla condition. 
then. restricts the perturbation in wall ahape to be of amall order. 
The linearized boundary conditions now become 
(Z2) 
(ZS) 
(Z6) 
Throughflow with Variable Hub Radius. • Consider the 
drt dr.. () 
partic:ular instance where dz,. o , and di .. . \(i!.) ln equations 2S 
and Z6 above. The most convenient form of solution lathe Fourier 
transform with respect to ~ 1 the axial direction. 
Denoting the Fourier transform of the radial velodty com-
ponent by 
(21) 
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the homogeneoua differential equation Zl become• 
(Z8) 
The boundary conditions transform as 
(Z9) _ 
(30) 
The differential equa.tlon Z8 has solutions };"(ll<r) and '(.(l~<r) 
and the constants obtained with substitution of equatlona Z9 and 30 
lead to the value for the transform variable of 
W V>l ~tK) J;"((Kr) '((iKI'\)- T,"(lKrtl'<._(it<.r) 
T.Cittl).\ Y.tiKr't\- Ml~<r'tlY. (iKr") 
(31) 
The Fourier inversion theorem states t.hat the value of the 
, 
original function Utr,ill ls given ln terms of the transform variable 
-Q<r,~<l by the relation 
(3Z) 
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Thua. using equations 31 and 3Z the radial velodty lndueed 
by the hub varlatlon Ia given by 
LK!. I 
e_ QK (33) 
Explicit aolutlona for particular forma of the hub ahape are 
given by evaluation of the integral in equation 33a most generally 
thla Involve• contour Integration. 
Simple Sinusoidal Step. .. Consider a particular example where 
the hub alope la given by 
; li!\ ~L (34) 
; \Z\ ~L (35) 
aa ehown ln figure 3. Then. the Fourier transform of the boundary 
ahape. equation 30 yields 
(36) 
In anticipation of employing contour integration to evaluate the 
Integral of equation 33• the integrand may be rewritten In terms of 
the Hankel functions ,,u1 . n 1 ~Ll<r"l and of the first and second 
ldnda to give. together with equation 36. 
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(37) 
1l' Nbw the integral haa poles at K = ± ?:L and at the root• ol the 
denominator u ll\ ( · \-\~) . 11(1) . u(~\ . n 1 ~I(~) 1 ~ll<lt\ - n 1 ~l't~) n1 (~K.rW : Q o There are in tact 
an infinite nwnber of theae roots on the positive and negative 
imaginary t< axia. These roots are given by \X-=- -t~ where 
the are the roots ol the equation 
(38) 
Using the contour liuvn below, indented about the two alngu• 
laritlea on the real axh, the integral along the axia may be 
evaluated ln terms ol the residues on the imaginary axla provided 
the integral along the arc vanishes. 
T 
I 
>< 1 . 
- L~n 
L 
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.tnspection of the limiting behavior of the Hankel functiona 
(see Copaon (16) Pages 335 and 336) shows that this condition la 
assured when z > L , that le downstream of the wall curvature. 
The two aingularltles on the real axla do not contribute ln this case, 
and evaluation of the residues on the imaginary axle gives the value 
of the definite integral 37 to be 
(39) 
where 'lt~t .. r) ls the frequently occurring group of Bessel functions 
V:<r .. r\ = (40) 
In exactly the same manner, with the exception that the arc 
of the contour be drawn in the lower half plane, the solution for 
Z <::- L may be written 
CC> 
~ A'l'z Co~h(C,.L) W'~>1 :::- L ll:'"z .. 1Jt:'fl 
. s.. \"Z.L.l -oo<.'i!!."-L 
(41) 
""' 
To find an appropriate solution ln the region -Lt:. i! 'L some• 
what more consideration is required. The cosine of equation 36 
may be written as C.os("'-'= i(eC:~<'-.. e~"'-), and it may be seen that when the 
lK.;t 
product of these terms is taken with e , the value of the integral 
diverges over the large arc whether the arc is taken in the upper or 
lower half plane. However, wben the exponentials are considered 
I li<.L 
separately, the integral involving a e.. converges ln the upper 
half plane,· and the integral involving ~ e~"'L converges in the lower 
half plane• Thua these separate lntegrala may be evaluated, and the 
dealred result obtained by summing the solutions. Carrying out the 
evaluation in detail. lt is found that the residues on the real axis 
contribute aleo• eo that the radial velocity is given by 
(4Z) 
Where U,t\.Wt_) and U,~l!i£.) are the linear combination• o! Bessel 
!unctions of order one 
(43) 
(~) 
The continuity equation for axially aymmetrlc fiow may be 
written 
(45) 
It l8 thus an elementary matter to integrate this equation to develop 
the expressions for the axial velocity perturbations. lt follows from 
equation 45 that 
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~ •. -1 - j:~r(r~M)d~ (46) 
-co 
where the appropriate representation of u WV>, must be employed In 
each of the three regions. Assuming the axial velocity to be un-
dlstorted far upstream of the hub curvature, the axial velocity 
perturbation in the region - oo<"Z"""'- may be written. using equation 
<4-0,a• 
where 
w 
Wto,-1 -co<~ 110-L 
\L r~ ) le the group of Bessel function• o \,.,.t 
Similarly, 1t le found 
Where Uot(~[) is the group of Bessel functions 
(4'7) 
(49) 
(50) 
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It should ba noted that computation of the groups \.J.,\t\t) and 
lJ,lt:~) roquires that theoe groups be rewritten in the following 
form to facilltattl uae ot the tables of functions of Jahnl~e and 
E d ( 17) me • 
~U .. (~\t.) 
'J,\~\!t) = 
ToC(\'i.)[ - H~'(~\t)] + [ -CJ;(,\'t) ][ iJ\~\l£) ] 
~t"r.t~~)][-H~'Vi~J] - [-\"J,tl"\t) r-"~,1((\t)] 
Finally* downstream of the wall distortion, 
(51) 
(SZ) 
~totlc Approximations. - While equations 4'7, 49 and SZ 
describe the axial velocity throughout the machine, computation b 
laborious because of the presence of the infinite series throughout 
the equations. Consideration of the axial velocity profile at infinity 
leads to a useful asymptotic: approximation. If now the axial velocity 
profile is uniform and the tangential velocity vanishes (or has the 
distribution of a vortex) for upstream of the contraction, then the 
axial velocity profile for downstream will be uniform. By con-
tinuity, the uniform perturbation on the axial velocity for downstream 
ia just 
w 
w(.ol _, = (53) 
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and according to equation 5Z it h clear then that 
(54) 
In particular, the radial dependence of the two functlona on the 
right eide of equation S4 cancele to give a constant reault. Tbla 
aame reault could have been obtained directly by a aymmetry arau • 
ment about the point '2!- o • In thb caae equation 49 with ~ - o 
ahould be uaed. Noting that co< may be written aa 
the aummatlon of equation 54 is aeen to be 
A.L \ o<. = 2.-;r~ 
't _,"' • 
(55) 
Thb aummatlon ia actually a apeclal caae of the foUowtna 
more general summation which la uaed extensively In later chapter&. 
f56) 
In equation 56, ~ may be any constant, real or complex. 
Tbb result la relatively easy to check by Fourler-Beaael expanaion 
of the right alde. 
The asymptotic approximation, then, conaiat. of notlna that 
the terms of prlnclpallmportance in the summation are thoae 
correaponding to the firat characterhtic value 5; • Thua, 
assuming that the ~ dependence of the aummatlon term• is that 
ol the firat term in the aeries,. and using the results obtained in 
equation• 54, 55 and 56, the axial velocity dbtrlbutlon may be 
denoted ln the following apprllximate form: 
-L~Z"-L 
ASU~ 
1t(~-a.-r:) 
L~~<.OO 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
The axial velocity profile a he.ve been calculated at several axial 
position• uaing theae approximate forms, and the results are shown ln 
figure 4. It h evident from the equations that the axial velocity l• 
antisymmetrlc with respect to the origin, and for this reason, only 
atationa upstream of :2!:o:o have been plotted. It will be noted that 
only tho perturbation about the mean has been graphed ( W ). The 
appro.xhna.te velocity profiles have been compared to those obtained 
by computing with tho acriea at two stations, and the rcuulta are 
compared ln ligures 5 and 6. It may be seen that the asymptotic 
approldmatlona are indeed quite accurate, and are certainly in-
comparably easl<!r to calculate than are the full Fourier-Bessel 
expansions. 
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The radial dependence ot the 1olution bas been graphed for 
( t\,tol) 
aeveral vahwa of hub to Up ratio \ "1t and for two values of 
overall contraction in ligures T and 8. In order to obtain a velocity 
profile at any given value ot axial position, lt is then simply nece11ary 
to select the curve for tb.e appropriate value of C?< and ( ~) , and 
then to multiply by the appropriate factor all obtained from the 
dependent portions of equations 511 58 az:.d 59. 
Throughfiow With Variable Tip Rac:U.ue. ... When it la the tlp 
radius rather than the root radius that varies along the c:U.rectlon of 
now, the procedure for calculating the now l8 changed only 1Ughtly. 
drt (> dfl. U now di =t..: \il:) and di -=a , oqua.tlon 30 ia replaced by 
Similarly the Fourier lnveraion gives, corre1poncU.ns to 
equation 33 
LKild 
e. I< 
(60) 
(61) 
Note here that only the numerator of the bracketed term ls 
changed from ita value ln equation 33 where the hub radius il 
varying. Hence in the enau!ng contour integration, the only difference• 
that appear from the previous case are modifications of th11 numerator. 
II, for example, the elope of the tip contour bad been given as 
\z\ ~L 
(6Z) 
l"i:\ 'a'-L 
While the hub diameter remains constant, the appropriate 
solutions for the radial and axial ~locitles can be obtained by 
substituting the expressions 
.._ \,{ ('f,.t'") = 1; ('f".l'i.\ Y,(t;.r) - 1;(-r,.r)'(("t".r..) 
r;.[To <-r .. ti.)~(T.:G:) - "t<~ .. ctYY.tl" .. ~~ ~ ~[T.(t'.tiS'(.(1'Jt\-"J;(rJtf'<.(f..~J 
(63) 
respectively in place of the previously obtained expressions for 
'.<l~"'r)., Voc.-.. r), U, (t:'lf[) .., U0(t:'!K) , ~quations 39, 43, 48, SO. 
In addition, it should be noted that the equivalent summation 
to equation 55 becomes 
(64) 
The equations for the variation of axial velocity then become 
(65) 
-oo<.z~-L 
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C67) 
It should be noted that the term B • the maximum elope of the 
wall, will be negative for a contracting wall shape. It la clear alao 
that alnce the problem Ia a ltnear one, the eituation where both hub 
and tip radll vary can be treated by auperpoaitlon of the perturbatlou 
cauaed by hub variation only and tip variation only. 
Hub Shape Conahting . of Cosine and Exponential Curve a. .. 
Conaldel' a particular example where the hub elope h alven by 
~ .. ti!) ::.0 -co<;!;.~ - L 
+I\ (i!) "'fll .,. A cos u -L ~ z~o 
~" (i!) -.6~ .. A e c 
aa ahown in figure 9. In thla caae the Fourier transform of the 
bounda.l'y abape. equation 30 yields 
(68) 
C69) 
The radial velocity Ia thua given ln terms of the two lntearala 
(TO) 
to the group• of equation• 43 and 44 and are given by 
(Tl) 
The1e Integral• are evaluated In a almUar manner aa waa the 
lntearal of equation 36. The pole• of the lirat Integral of equation '70 
are located exactly al were the polea of the Integral ln equation 36, 
The aecond Integral Of equation 10 again baa pole• at the aero• of 
the denominator U, ~~~~~f\.l .. o , and alao hal a alngle pole at 
but c:loe1 not have any pole1 on the real axb. Thh latter altuatlon 
b 1hown ln the aketch below. 
It can be seen from 
inspection of the integral• 
in equation 70, together 
with the previoualy mentioned. 
consideration of the Umitlaa 
behavior of the group• of 
Besael functions, that 
evaluation of the portion of the firat integral of equation 70 lnvolviq 
l\(1.. 
e l'equlrea that the arc of the contour be drawn in the upper ball 
plano for z> - L , and be drawn in the lower half plane for it<..-\.. • 
Similarly the portion of the first integral not involving the exponential, 
and the •econd integral both require that the arc be drawn ln the 
Upper hall plane for ~~o , and that the arc be drawn ln the lower 
half plane for ~ >o • Carrying out the requll'ed batearatlou, the 
radial velocity b found to be 
Conelderation of the equation• 73 and 74 at the •tatlon 
lea~ to the evaluation of another •erle•, the aeneral form of 
whlch b 
(1J) 
(TJ) 
(75) 
Again, ~ may be any constant, real or complex. Thb 1erle1, 
Uke equation 56 l• ea•y to check by Fourler-Be••el exp&Diloa. Thll 
re•ult will be uaed exteiUilvely in later chapter•. 
The axial velocity is again computed by use of equation 46, aDd 
found to be 
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-c:o <i!~O 
lu1 example 1et of curve• haa been plotted ln figure 10. 
geometry conaldered here was a bub to tip ratio o£ ~ - o.4 
('76) 
(Y?) 
('78) 
The 
• The 
contraction ln the "cosine" aectlon of the hub was put equal to that 
In the "exponential" aeetlon, and both were given a contraction ratio 
A" o(=r-rr of ~-=0 . 1 • 
't- 'n 
It will be noted that the magnitude• of the perturbation• In the 
exponential aectlon of the hub are ln general aomewhat amaller than 
thoae fo\Uld ln the coalne section. This might be expected when the 
behavior of the now through the almple sinusoidal atep l• reviewed. 
In that caae the flow waa antiaymmetrlc with reapect to e : O, and 
wa1 1een to reduce in axial velocity near the hub, till the contractlOA 
waa reached. It then reveraed this tendency throughout the contraction. 
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the axial velodty spaeding up tbroughout-L'"!~L • Tlda may be •eeD 
to be interpreted as the flew 11eeelng an obetaclett on approaching 
r; .. -L , and etarting to flow out away from the obstruction. WltblD 
-L4z6L ; the fluid ls forced upward, however, so that an lncrea•e 
1n velocity takes place. Tbe effect of the exponential wall ebape1 
however, la to combine the two disturbances; in that though the 
fluid sees a rising wall approachlng1 lt ls at the same time forced 
gradually upward, the two effects tending to canceL 
The contribution of the variation in hub radius to the dletortloD 
ln axial velocity can be compared in magnitude to the distortion 
obtained from the effects of blade loading as given for example in 
reference (4) • The maximum velocity dietortlon for the geometry 
considered here, can be seen from llgure 4 to be approximately 
W<r.z\ .. O .b • Comparison with the results of reference (4) show• 
I MAlt 
that aucb a maximum distortion would be created by a blade row Wlder 
eolld body loading that imparts a tangential velocity given approximately 
ylol 
by \N&-1 ..,. 0 . '5 at the tip radius. This correspond• to fairly high 
loading conditione, eo that it can be seen that the effects of variation 
of wall radius are of much the same magnitude as are the effecte of 
blade loading. 
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IV. EFFECT OF LARGE INLET ROTATION 
It o!ten happens that the flow entering a turbornachlne haa a 
large rotation associated with it. Thia rotation alfecta the magnl• 
tude anc:l rate of formation of the velocity profUea to a lege degree. 
In particular. the decreased decay rate of the velocity prome may 
invalidate the assumption often made that the inlet guide vanea are 
located a lat-ge distance upstream. 
The effect of a "aolld bodytt rotation at inlet ia to be lnvea• 
tigated• the inlet flow considered being described by 
V(r,-oo) = -Jlc.~ = v<o) 
W(r,-CXJ) • w<Pl 
U{f"
1
-oo) ,. 0 (79) 
The value of the stream function at infinity ia given by 
w~~>l -a 
'-¥ • --:a ~ •' With equation 79, the group in equation 19 becomea 
Q.!:y \ a. 
- v o4> = - r Ji ~ (80) 
The total head at infinity muet alao be investigated. The 
equation of motion ln the radial direction equation 5 givea 
(81) 
eo that the pressure distribution at infinity ia aeen to be 
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(82) 
ln which ~ may be considered to be the preeaure at the hub. 
Thua. the total head a.t inlet l• given by 
(8:S) 
With equations 83 and 90, equation 19 thu• becomea 
It le again convenient to work with the radial velocity 
ltfleU, and taking the derivative by~ of equation 84 and making uae 
of equation 11, lt la found that 
The problem o! throughflow with variable hub and tip radU, 
and with •oUd body inlet is then described by equation 95 and the 
linearized boundary conditions. equations ZZ, 25, 26; that la 
.1!. drt 
W'*' =- "Cfi 
u d~ 
\jiJt•l -= Cii 
(22) 
on r = l""t. (25) 
on r ,.fh (26) 
Once again denoting the Fourlel' trant1fo"" ot the •adlal 
nloclty component by 
,.,, 
the dl.Uel'entlal eq_uation le obtained. 
,.,, 
'X'he bol.lliduy condition• again tranafol'm u 
.A. 
Ll (f'~ I\<.) = 0 (19) 
co 
.....-\. Wlol ( p _l.\<.Z 
U (f"t\1 K) "" J:1:~' } th (z) €.. d 'Z EEi Wtl>l ~ (\<) (SO) 
-co 
The differential equation 87 h&a aolutlon• 1;(~J~t"-..o.'~~r) &Del 
"((\.$~t"~-~'r) • and with equations Z9 and 30, thel'e l'eaultl 
-Q(f.K a W"'1F.:(k) T.<.\~r)'Y.(\~!\;) - J;t~~n)Y.(t~r) (88) 
I ) .. T,(~JK'-~'r..l'Xl\.~G.) - "It~~K'-Jl"wt) Y.t~~f'") 
Thua it la .t'ound that the radial velocity la alven In tel'ma ol 
the lnveraion integral as 
(90) 
Conetderlng the almple elnueold.al atep, the Fourief .._.. 
form ol the boundary condition ll again aiven by 
(S5J 
The integral fo., the radial velocity thue becomee 
(91) 
--
1t The pole a of the integral are now found at K • -t ~'- 1 and 
at ~J~-a-..R:' := s"' • the characteristic roots of equation ,., • The llmltlDI 
behaviour of the large arce does not change from that loundln evalu• 
atlon of the integral in equation 36. eo that integrating uoun4 the 
appropriate contour of the sketch shown below, the expreeelona tow 
the l'adi&l velocity are found to be 
1 t i.Jr.,.'-.N-' 
_1!: 
a&. i 
)( X 
I I 
\ t \ -i..J~:-:il' I 
= -
where ~ and 1'1"' are defined by 
~ = i.:Y\¥t.)-z.- ..»: 
yt .... =-v~~ -~ 
-c::o <. ZE: -L 
(91) 
(94) 
(95) 
Again employing equation 46, equatlona 9 2, 93 and 94 lead 
to the following expreeaiona lor the axial velocity 
(96) 
(97) 
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(98) 
ln obtaining equations 97 and 98, a allghtly genera1be4 foi'ID 
ot equation 56 waa uaed. That ia 
lt wU1 be noted that the equations for the zoa.dial and axial 
velocltlea all possess the factoao flY\ ln the denominator of the ex-
preaaiona. lt is, of course, obvious that thia then introduce• a 
alngulartty into the aquationa, to be found at ..i = ~ , a charaetel'• 
latic root. SimUu situations have been investigated widely, and. 
are eummal'tsed by L. E. Fraenl~el (14) and a. W;, Morgan h5)• 
In the case that the parameter Je exceeds the first critical value ~ • 
the solutions are 110t unique, and certain asaumptlona regudlnJ the 
behaviour ol the aolution muat be made. Though this phenomenon is 
certainly of mathematicallntereat, it la felt that the rotation found 
at the first critical value ot. the parameter ..It la beyond that to be 
found in turbomachine practice, ln that the rotation at thia value col'• 
responds to an angle ofllow from the axial direction of almost sennty 
depeea for a hub·to•tlp ratio of ~ .. o. 4 
Equatlona 96. 97, and 98 have been graphed for several 
value a of Ute parameter 'M-a obtained from the relation J.. rn,, ancl 
' ' 
'' 
the ~:eault1 are ahown ln figure• 11, lZ and 13. The equation• elm• 
pllly 1omewhat at the value ~ .. o • l. •· , when .i_ • ~ • and thl• ca•e 
baa been included (figure 14). For thla apec:ial ea••• the eq,u&tlcm. 
become 
- oo<. 'it~ -L (100) 
(101) 
It waa evident in the derivation ol equation 19 that the· 
change ol vorticity with t:eapeet to the axial direction ll pven by the 
derivative by ol the right alde of equation 19. or of equation 84. 
That la, lt le found that 
Qn '2 
or: =-~ u 
lt l1 to be expected, then, to lind a non·uniform velocity 
pl'o!lle at outlet, and it can be aeen from equation 98 that thla l1 the 
caae. Thla outlet profile b easily obtained from equillbl'ium theory, 
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and the expreealon will be developect. together with the expl'elllon 
for the outlet tangential veloelty. bnmedlately following the 1•n•~al 
development o! the tangential velocity equations. 
The equation ol motion in the tangential clb•ection. •ctuatiOD 
5, for no blade force• givel 
ovr (:}\/r 
u-ar + w oz = o 
Thua (105) 
Now in tlia caae vr,. -lt\j.J and 11 conatant along a atreamltne. 
from equation 9. Equation 12 may thua be used to give 
'2: 
-
lju 'd(-...0&.4-J)d • V- V ~ol =- r w 'dv- ~ 
-co 
---1: d~· 
_.,.. 
(106) 
The result of equation 106 18 to be expected intuitively, for 
the integral J~ dz givea the radial dlatance that a 1tream 
_.., 
aurface movea in passing from far upstream to a point 2 • The 
angular momentum la transported along theae atream aurfacea 10 
that the angular momentum which exist• at a distance Z downatream. 
and radlua r is not r vlol • but rather \/'1 ( r - I~ d~·) 
To firat order then. the angular momentum perturbation 
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exlste due to the radial transpoJ:t of the initial angulal" mottlentum. 
The radial transport term given above may alao be expa-e11ecl 
conveniently in terms o! the rud.al velocity. The radial and axial 
velocity are related through the continuity equation, but the Integral 
J~d~· which la required can be given ln terma ol. the axial veloc• 
-co 
ity by aome direct physical reasoning. The stream aurtace bounda 
a constant maaa ol fluid between the tlp and the local rac:Uu1 of tluJ 
stream aurface. lt Ia clear then, that the aurlace muat be dla• 
placed to accommodate ·a vadatlon ln maaa flow 1~ (w-w(ol)a-n-r-dr 
Tbll mas1 flow variation ls compensated by decreasing the radlu1 
ot the atream aurface by an amount 6r through which the ma•• 
flow la, to the flrat order ~W~~>1~1t'rAr • The maaa flow integral 
and this last expreaelon must be equal for the atre&m audace to 
bound a constant mass .flow. Consequently. 
(107) 
Ualng equation 107, equation 106 may then be written ln the 
alternative form 
(108) 
Employing either equation 106 or equation lOS. it ls then 
found 
v 
W"" 
.. 39-
(109) 
(110) 
(111) 
The variation of axial velocity throughout the machine u 
described by equations 109, 110 and 111 has been plotted ln flgure1 
15, 16, 17, and 18. It should be noted that equations 109, 110 anct 
111 relate the local tangential velocity V to that at lnfinlty vtol aloq 
a given radius. The a arne value of r- ~ (i!\ cannot be used at both 
yt - ~(Z) . 
stations then, because a new location for ~ (il) will be lOWlcl at 
each station. The non·dimensional tangential velocity at inlet may 
be written 
(112) 
------ - -r--
0 
-----
The radius at any given point la glven ln terml ot the l'atlo ,. -r~o<iitl 
~- Y"~t~) 
•• 
r ,.. r;: lo)[r 1 _ ~ \( \ _ ~- Yh~~)) + r- lht!J. ~ 1 n \ 1t"Yi.le>\ I\ 1'i - Yi, (~) yt - ~ lZ) ti.lo~ 
r" Y."lo)[(l ... ~ c;:,,~.~1tz)r 1- r-r .. l~l) + 1'"-t'i.l"l\_!Ll 
., 1t Y"n~s>l 2 L. \ It- r"' (i!\ ~ - Vi,li!) Yi,Co~ 
.(113) 
In particular. the actual tangential velocity at any point of 
the machine may then be computed from the relation 
v = (v- v~\) + vt•l 
= f V-V \•1) + .Jle t'i,to\ lo) J: 
\ '2. W ~(.o) (114) 
in which the value l V- V~01 ) is to be obtained from equation• 109. 
110, 111. and t..lte apprcpr!ate radius ratio 
tained !rom equation 113. 
r 
t'h<.ol should be ob-
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Inspeetion of equations 111 and 98 ahowe that the reeldual 
tAngential and axial velocity profile• to be found infinitely fu down-
etream are glven by 
(112) 
(113) 
It le apparent. that theae outlet prolUea are a function only 
of the inlet conditions, and the overall contraction, rather than of 
the detailed wall ahape. The reaulte o! equilibrium theory ( 13) may 
be utlllzed to obtain equations 11 Z and 113, ln a elmp1e manner. 
The value o1 the etreamfunctlon downstream of the contraction ie 
slven by 
(114) 
the last term ln equation 114 arising from the lncreaae ln flow 
found acrose the annulus. When equation 114 h substituted into 
equation 84, there results, for zero 'l variation 
(115) 
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Taking the der-ivative of both aldea by r ,, have 
f~ = f{<~-w'•')rdr - ..A"(w-w<•>) - ~: 4';r.. w<•> 
~ 
I dW 'a 
= --r err -~ (w-w<.o,) 
or, flnally 
(116) 
The two boundary conditione neceaeary tor complete aolu• 
dw tio~ of equation 116 may be obt&lned from the value• of err at 
lh and f-t, aa glvep by equation 115, The value of the lntega-al 
1~~-wt~>~)r-dr downstream of the contraction la 4~Yi. wto) • 10 rh 
that the boundary conditione become 
~~I = o 
(-t (117) 
dwJ 4L :a cTr" ... A 1r _.1 w(ol 
rh 
The eolutlon to equation 116 ia 
W-w(o\ :::a A. T.. (...At.r) + B'Y..Ul..r) (118) 
Equatlona 117 then give 
(119) 
Application of equation 108 then glvea 
V vto' .,. _f.. 4L~ U,U.rl 
WlD) - w \0\ ...... \j ( ~r. \ 
... 1'1.1<-hl 
(12.0) 
It may be seen that equations 119 and 120 agree with equa-
tions liZ and 113. The outlet profilea as given by these equation• 
are shown in figures 18 and 19. Another interesting check haa been 
carried out, and ls indicated by the dotted Une superimposed on 
figure 21. Thil dotted line represents the proflle shape that would 
be found H' the angular momentum found upstream at the hub radius 
were to be smeared out over the entire annulus. The curve repre• 
sents a Umlt to the perturbations upon the flow. 
It can be seen from the plotted results that the perturbations 
induced by the wall shape on the rotating fiuid are several timea 
larger than the perturbations induced by the wall ahape on the non-
rotating fluid. Examination of the equations and curves reveals tha.t 
the local wall effect ls much as was found in the previous chapter• 
but the overall displacement of the vorticity steadily introduces a 
velocity pro!lle ol the ·type shown in flgure 19. Indeed, the effect of 
vorticity displacement ls so strong that the validity of the results 
for the case rn= { = 0.8 ls somewhat dubious. ln view of the ex• 
tremely large perturbation in axial velocity found at the hub radius. 
This result does emphasize, however, the importance of lncludina 
the rotatio1,1al term ln the equation•. 
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V. WEAK ENTRANCE VANE AT ENTRY TO CONTRACTION 
In this chapter; the effect of an actuator disc at the entry to 
the contraction is to be investigated. Thia configuration can be seell 
to give quite a close approximation to the conditions actually found 
in an aircraft gas turbine, because such & gas turbine would have & 
uniform now approaching from upstream. and then the lnlet guide 
vanes would impart some prescribed rotation to the flow. It la 
more convenient in this case to consider the origin for Z to be lo-
cated at the disc itselt, ao that the configuration it that shown in 
figure 22. 
The equations· describing the flow now have specWc regiona 
of validity, ln that the form o£ the cllfisrential equation changea 
across the actuator disc. In this example. the disc imparts a tan-
gential velocity to the fluid of 
t.lJ 
V= -..Jer:- (lZl) 
Thus, the equations for the two regiona are the same aa 
equations 21 and 85. That is, 
(12Z) 
(123) 
Effect of Actuator Disc on Flow in a Parallel Walled Annulus. 
It will be useful !or comparison purposes to compute the effect of 
the actuator disc and pa.rallel walt. Ol'll.y, and ln tbia ca.ae. lt ll COil• 
ventent to a11ume aolutlorut of the f'orm 
00 
lJ\.t-,z) £ fl..~U,l~ .. r)e-c.,.z (114) 
I'\<: I 
co U<.tj~) IBn U,l-s-"r) e'l." c o< z...::oo (125) 
l\•1 
1'be aolutiona uaumed tn •quaUona 1!4 ancllZS aatlsty the 
bounduy conditions, and lt la neceaaary to eonslde~ the matc:hlq 
conclltlona acro11 the dlac ln ordel' to evaluate the A"'·s and B" ' ~ Q 
The &lll1mptton of tangentlallorcea only within the dlac lnaUI'el that 
the radial velocity l• cont!nuoua acroaa the dlac ao that 
Ulro-) = U(ro•) "' Uo t I (126) 
Equation 19 may be written for the two ngionl 
---ow +-au _ 
0 
- :ar 0~ - (l%1) 
ow -ou , n-a 
- or + oi! = -y:: _1e \f) (128) 
ao that. not1n1 that the axial veloelty la contlnuoua a.croaa the cliac, 
theaoe l'eaulta 
(129) 
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ltquation 12.6 leade immediately to A"' = B"' , and a.ppll• 
cation of equation 129 then gives 
CIO L ~: ~ yt; + ~ .. vt") U, \~"r) (130) 
~=I 
The l"lght elde of equation 130 m&y be expanded ln terms of 
the orthogonal lunetlona V. ('('.,r) to atve 
01' (131) 
where (132) 
V.~~ .. r) 
It should be noted that the ratio appearing ln \J,l~ .. rl 
equation 131 ll, of course, independent of r • However. the fo:rm 
given here la the most convenient, lor subltitutlon of An lnto aqua-
tiona 124 and 125 gives immediately 
(133) 
(134) 
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Application of the continuity equation; 45 • then Jlv.l 
The tangential veloc:ity is aga.!n obtained through uae ot 
equation 105, though in thie ca.se the lntegl"&tlon atarta fl'om i! • o • 
v- vto) ~:i! :i! I l\ o rv I I • - r- w Ord,. • --{udz 0 0 (137) 
ln whteh 
From equation 137• there then reeulta 
Oraphtcal reaulta ol these equation• have been obtained foz-
2 _A,_ 
valuea of m " ~ • of o .o-aco and o.1 • (figure• 23, 24, 25, Z6. 
and 21.) 
Actuator Dloc at Entrn.nce to Contrnctlon. Returning to the p:rob• 
lem o£ the a.ctuator t1.ioc at entrance to the contraction. we have that 
the expression lor radial velocity wUl be valid tor only one l'eglon ol 
the now. •o that lt ls p(\cesa&ry to deacl'lbe tranalonn V&l'lablea to-, 
each reglon. Thua, write 
(140) 
(141) 
The correapondlng inversion formulae are 
<P ~r.A ~KiE 
Utr,l!'+ = {a'1 ~Ucr,K'+ €. d 1<. o < z c:: oo 
-co 
(142) 
= 0 
-co< Z<.O 
(143) 
= 0 O<~<.OO 
When the transformation of equation 1 Z3 la taken, ualng the 
definition of equation 140, the valuea of the aa yet unknown condl• 
tiona at Z!'•O remain, and the equation for the transform variable 
become a 
(144) 
The bound&ry condltiona downstream of the dbc are now 
-co<.;;E<OO 
= 0 (146) 
The uane!ormed boundary condltlona may then be wa-ltten 
(147) 
(148) 
Solution for Downstream Transform Variable. The problem lo:r 
the solution of the downstream trane!orm variable ln term• of con• 
dltlona at the actuator disc is thua deacrlbed by equations 144, 141 
and 148. The •olution to the homogeneoua form of equation 144 11 
eaaUy found to be 
(149) 
The ef!ect ol the inhomogeneous term may be detes-mined by 
tlr•t finding the Green•a function lor the equation and then lntegrati111 
the result. We thus want the solution to the equation 
(150) 
together with the boundary conditione~ llnd matcJdDa ccmdltlon1 
(151) 
dC\ dO: I 
- -- ... , dr rOi dr tO-
(152) 
Denoting the aolutlone to equation 1501 Kcr;r.). ancl \<(r;r.L 
valid in the reglona Y">r. and r<ro •••pectively. It 11 then touncl 
that 
ln wh1c:h W.li.Jk~-~·rc.) 
tune tiona 
(153) 
(154) 
W, tlJI<"-~1 Y;.) • "J.(iJ\<•......a.!''r") '((C:JK1-~1 r,.)-"J.tiJ~<1-.£'~)'T~(~JI<l-~'~) (155) 
.. sl-
The full eolutio11 to equation 144 ls thus given by 
(156) 
Solution Valid Upstream Fol' the aolution valid upstream, the 
definition of equation 141,· together with equation llZa lead• to 
(15'1) 
dft dii, Jn this case, ot upatl'eam flow, d~ = di = o ao that the 1olutlon 
to the homogeneoua portion o! equation 15'1 la identically zero. The 
inhomogeneous aolution ia evaluated in the eame way as w&a equa• 
tion 144, leading to 
(158) 
!:quatlona 158 and 156 may now be aubatituted into equationt 
143 and 142 to obtain the desired expreseiona for the radial velocity. 
tn particular, the inversion integral !or the upttream velocity be· 
comet 
(159) 
Investigation ot the llmitlns beh&vioUJ' of the lntear&nd of 
equ&tion 159 ahowl that the inversion integral ia convergent fo:r 
negative valuea ol i! when the contour of the large arc l8 taken ill 
the lower half plane. The only l'eelduea appearing are again roota 
• eo that interchanging the order of 
integration, the equation !or the radial velocity become• 
00 
U<•,•t • -~u:. \~.{~~•- + C.U,J r. W,\l<.t;\ dr. 
ftC\ 
(160) 
Now, W. tr .. rl and U,(, .. v-) are eigenfunctions with the same 
eigenvalue, and it thue follows that the ratio of the two la independent 
ol. the value I" • Thla can, of course. be checlced by expanding the 
groups and rearranging the term I. It le convenient then to wl'lte 
w, (~ .. v-\ w. t~ ) 
U,("t" .. r\ U,(~ .. v;.) .,. • .'!hor.. U 14 ) W ( ) U. ~'f,.\"'o) 1\-:. .. r.. ""' ' ~ .. r. which then 
givee for the upstream radial velocity 
(161) 
Inversion of Downstream Velocity. Conaldering now the inver1lon 
integral for the downstream velocity, equation• 156 and 142. aive 
lK;a I 
e o1< 
(162) 
The same procedure as wa1 ueed to obtain equation 161 then 
leads to the result 
(163) 
It is most convenient, for the presc!nt. to leave the lnveao• 
sion of the homogeneous portion of the eolution in symbolic !onn. 
so that a more general reoult may be obtairied which will be more 
directly applicable to di!!erent wa.U shapes. For the present, then, 
the group shall be denoted by 
(164) 
In the particulaa- cue deacrlbed by equation 148, the value 
ol 6 11 found to be 
1t! U,~rl (165) 
+ Awt•l <&.W a.L u ,<~r..l 
O(, i!. <. aL 
(166) 
'2.L,E.C:.oo 
which may be 1een to be limply the l'elult of equation• 93 and 94 
tranalated ll'om z,. o at the centel' of the conb"actlon to z • o at 
entrance to the contraction. 
-oul ou\ The unknown qu&ntltlea oil ' 'di , uo-4) \...10- mut be 
0. ()-
evaluated from the matchina cond.ltlona at the dlac, equattona 126 
and 129. 
Application ot Matching Conditions. 
the dlae are given by 
Condltiona on either 1ide of 
(167) 
(168) 
1~ ~~ = - !L f(~~l._ + ~. u.} W.<~·'.) dr. V.t.:.r\ <. 
" 
(169) 
(1'10) 
where£ ll the value of 6, at L ... a • and 
From equations 161 and 129, there reaulta 
Equating equation 167 to equation 168, obtains 
(1'12) 
Equations 169, 170. and 171 give 
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Equations 171, 17 Z and 173 thus give three equations tor the 
three unknowns, "dul -oul Uo ' oz , oi! • The eolution ot theee 
o• o-
three equation• requlrea evaluation of the integral 
(174) 
group 
here the expression 
u. t"i ... I'C.) 
\J, ~~ ... ro) hae been expanded lnto the 
, which !ollowe from the original dell· 
nition o! V.tt" ... r) • equation 39. 
Equation 174 then becomes, with the aid o£ the orthogonality 
of the functions W,tr,..r) 
~ ~ L\,~1'.,..r) I W. d j_ ~. v.~~ .. r.) W,tf',.ro) r. df;. -1 ~ W,{'(,r) r" U..tf ... r~\ +ft. w.t"C" ... tt) I t..-...r.l W,(~r~~) r. rt 
~ ' 
(175) 
As previously discussed, the ratio la a constant, 
and it would aeem appropriate to choose r,. rt as a most eultable 
reference value. In thia case, the ratio become• lndeterminant, 
-sa .. 
but the application ol L'Hopital'• rule lea.da to 
(116) 
The 1wnm.ation of equation 174 hal thua been ahown to r•· 
duee simply to 
(177) 
One further integral ll required for the aotutton of equa• 
tton• 171, 172, and 173s 
(178) 
Utilizing the results of equations 177 and 178. there then reaulta 
(179) 
(180) 
"dul !n order to aolve for the term• u. and oz , lt la now 
o-
necessary to expand the function 6 ln terma of the eharaeterildc 
group '-" t~ .. r) 10. that the individual term• of the eerlea ln equa• 
Uona 179 and 180 may be equated. Denoting the nth coeffielent of 
~ 
the aerie a for the function 6 taken &t 'j! aO t &nd the function oz 
taken at z .. o by £ and -a£1 respectively, equationa 1'79 and 0~1\ 
180 combine to give 
fi: 
D[ 'du 1 l d _ _ a L ' A -aT.. 1 'd£t ll oz o - + s"' U.J r. w, ~~ .. r;.) (0 - .r .... rt~ 'l\' el'l - 'l! + "C .. V\ .. 1t ~z I" 
ti. 
(181) 
(182) 
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Substituting equations 181 and 192 into equations 161 and 163 
r espectively, the expressions for the radial velocities are found. 
(183) 
Expressions for Axlal Velocity. The expressions for the 
function~ could now be inserted ln equation• 183 and 184 to obtain 
the explicit fonna for the radial velocity, but lt la more convenient 
to continue wlth this notation and obtain the corresponding expr••· 
slons !or axial velocity. The continuity equation, 45, give• 
~rA I d&.\ 
W(r,it) -Wlo) "'Ll811 + '1 ... d~ n 
II= I 
-oo<.Z.OO 
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lt should be noted ln equation 186 that the function b, 
change a !orm from z < aL to :: >'2.L • With the boundary oon• 
ditions ol equation• i45 and 146, the function 6 is as given ln 
equations 165 and 166, and il'om these equation• there result• 
(187) 
(188) 
Substituting equations 187 and 188 into equation• 185 and 186• 
[iz dr/j_ 
and including the value ol jF C1 r d~ as obtained from equation• 
0 
165, 166, the results are obtained 
The tangential velocity follows from equation 137, and la 
found to be 
v \/fs>1 [ A'!r-) : :0. o;;,.h (~,c) - '5wh I~. (L-z\1 
W""' - w(o' -=Je L '1~ ~.,:~_~-a 
11" I 
-q"L V, e 1 ('(',.r) 
(19Z) 
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v - y_IPI - ()[ A'ft~ ~ c~hti'J."L) -fl"L ( -'1¥\(Z-'l..L))v ) - 4\.t.L U,l...lt..-) 
w .. ' w"'' - ..--lt - L L '1! ~!-~-a e \ 1 +e.. ,l~.- 1t u.t~r .. ) 
Y\•1 
+ it r. zw ~ ,,-,; ( -~'a)V. ] ~+f1,. Lfi .tl' .. ct)-"' W0(t',.r~<)Jj '1!'1-e 1('(',.r) 
(193) 
The results o£ equations 189 to 193 have been plotted for the 
of 0. 0 25 and 0. 1 (figures 28, 29, 30 and 31 ). The 
effect of the wall only on the axial velocity which would have been 
present with the disc and parallel walls (equations 135, 136, llgurea 
23 and 24) has been plotted separately and h shown in figure• 32 
and 33. It will be observed that the efie·cts of wall shape are of the 
same order aa are the efiecta of the actuator disc. 
The equations for axial velocity given above contain aeveral 
special cases, and comparison to previously obtained result• givea 
some simple checks of the results above. U the slope A l8 allowed 
to go to zero, the results should be the same as given in equations 
135 and 136, and as h easily seen, this ia th~ case. The effects of 
the rotation can be removed by allowing 'Jt to go to zero, in which 
case equations 189, 190 and 191 reduce to equations 47, 49 and 52, 
except for the change in location of origin. lt should be noted in the 
last case that the ratio ~ U.O.r) becomes -'2-"i. in the limit 
U,(.-Ot.f"") Ita - f"-..a 
as Je approaches zero. Inspection of the equations reveals that the 
outlet velocity profile aa given by equation 191 le ahnply the awn of 
the profiles given by equations 136 and 102. Indeed, the only inter-
action between the two flows represented by these equation• i1 the 
term 
which can be aeen to decrease 1trongly both with decreaalna J. and 
with distance from the actuator diec:. The compoalte reault of the 
entrance vane and ahaped wall la thua very nearly the sum of the 
results for the actuator disc and parallel wall•• and for the almple 
sinusoidal step and rotation a.t inlet. for the value• of · M-a.& f • con• 
I 
aidered here. The entrance vane tend• to introduce a large poaitlve 
axial velocity perturbation !nr downstream at the hub radius. but 
this effect is aomewhat compensated for by tha opposite efiec:t ln· 
duced by the increasing wall radius. Thb opposition of the two 
e!fects relocates the maximum velocity perturbation. 
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The portion of the inversion lntegrallnvolvlng Wtr..,,m) wlll 
remain of the same form as equation 148. but the summation of 
equation 195 must be considered in detail. The integral becomes 
~L .L 
-u (fn11<)+ -= ,fi:r:N<r..,,oo) Slt-1 ~ e \k~di!. -~ rt ~ ~~~ 1t:L e If-• + ~K) z d il :1 v J ~,., 
0 0 
The first integral givee exactly the results of equation• 165 
and 166. except that W(r11,oo) replaces w~o' • Investigation of 
the limiting behaviour of the integrand of the eecond integral ahow1 
that the arc of the contour in the complex plane must be taken in 
the upper half plane for i!>C.L • In this case. the alngularitle• 
•* k ~ L)lM i ~L do not contribute, because the numerator goes to 
aero at the same time. The only contributions come from the 
aeroea of U,tt:J~<~~''hl • and there is thus obtained 
_ A~~~~ eM[ I + €(}1 .. -rt .. )atj] ~ -q,.z 
6 - -aL:"L~ (jA..-- '1"J + (~)-a \1 .. e "'(~ .. r) 
(199) 
When the region O~Z~2L la considered, it la found 
necessary to take the contour in the lower hal£ plane for the portion 
of the second integral involving e-9-l"'+LK)'2.L. , but the other part of 
the integral must still be taken with the contour in the uppel' half 
plane. In this case, the two singularities off axis contribute, and 
(200) 
here 
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(ZOl) 
The resulta of equatlona 199 and 200 may now be combined 
with equations 185 and 186 to obtain the desired expreeslona for 
axial velocity. The eumma.tlona of equations 56 and 75 are useful 
in expanding the complex conjugate group of equation 200 lnto a 
series that bec:omea purely real when multiplied by the coeUlclent 
I 
2[ • The expreaslons for axial velocity become 
-OO.C:::."'Z~O (202) 
(203) 
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W<<,2l - W"' • - ~ w~~,f : s.' <D>I.<n.Ll [ -"ln("i:-L) Je'2. -~(L"'zl]v. 
, t'l~ -s~ -~'2. e -\. (-rO\ "''1-''i e o~~ .. .-) 
n=• 
(Z04) 
These equations for the axial velocity contain only the per-
turbation about the mean flow. Finally. the expressions for the 
tangential velocity are obtained !rom equations zoo. 199, 184 and 
137. The resulting expressions are 
(206) 
The complete expression given by equation• 202. 203 and 
.Jr.'& 
204 has been calculated !or the value 'M"2.. 2 ~a of 0. 1 and the effect 
of the modification of the boundary condition on the axial velocity 
both at the disc and infinitely far downstream ie ehown ln figure 
34. It ean be seen that for the geometry and rotation given here. 
the effect la quite small. amounting to about 20 °/o of the total wall 
effect. but lt the elope and overall contraction of the wall were in• 
creased. thie variation could well become elgniflca.nt. 
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VIL HEAVILY LOADED ENTRANCE VANE FOLLOWED BY 
LIGHTLY LOADED ROTOR 
The effect of a Ughtly loaded rotor behind a heavily loaded 
entrance vane will be considered. It ta assumed that because of 
the low loading of the rotor, the interaction between lt and the 
wall will be negligible, ao that the effect of adding a loaded rotor 
to the flow Induced by an actuator disc within parallel walla may be 
computed. and the effect of actuator dlac only subtracted out. The 
difference may then be added to the previously obtained reeulta in-
cluding oUect o! wall, to obtain the overall flow. 
11Frce vortex" blade loading will be aaaumed ln thh case, that 
ill, th"' blr.de imparts ~ rotation given by 
c 
= r 
The increase in total head acrose the blade row, b from 
equation 10 
p 
!:::. ~ ,. wt:..vr "' we. 
for all e~treamlinea. 
(Z01) 
The tangential velocity ln the region behind the blade row b 
thus described by 
(Z08) 
eo that equation 19 becomes tor this region 
(ZC») 
Taking the derivative by z • tt Ia found that the equation 
reclucea to equation 85. The effect of the blade row b felt through 
the matching conditions. however. becauee eubtractins equation ZC» 
from equation 84 glvea 
ln which )) le the value ol z at the rotor. 
The problem la thue deftned by the equatlona 
(ZlO) 
o& i!.< oo (Zll) 
and the matching conditions 
= 
' 
(ZlZ) 
, ulJ. a u)J_ (Z13) 
-15· 
The aolutiona valid ln each of the three reaton• are of the 
form 
-00 <il-'0 (114) 
... 
ll(r,al =L[ B"e flW\i! -+ c~ e11"iV.tt' .. rl 
n•l 
(115) 
(116) 
AppUcation of the matching cond.ltiOD equation 213 require• 
expanalon of ~ ln ter~ of the eharactedatle function• \l,(~ .. rl 
It Ia eaaUy ahown that 
• 
QO 
~ :: 1ti: [ Wo{f .. ~\ - Wo(1' .. r~<~ V. (t',.r) (111) 
nat 
and 
co 
r "" -n-L [ (: wo \~11.) - Y;.-a Wo(i'..f',.~ ""'(f' .. r) (Zl8) 
n•1 
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With these expansions, the foUl' constant a A._, • ~ • (\'\ 
and ~ may be evaluated by appUcatlon of the four matchlq 
c:ondltlona, equationa 212 and 213. The reaults for the radial 
velocity then become 
Utr,•\--l i :[c.~ iq"v[ Wo(f,.r1:)-W0 tt',.r") ][ I 
~"' 
The axial velocity equations follow by atralghtforward 
appUcatlon of the continuity equation and glve 
W(,,"\ -W~\ ~ ~l. :[ CJi€~"V[W.\.-.v;J-W.<.-.r,! I ' rt~.),] 
(219) 
(.2.20) 
(ZZl) 
s;..i wlo) [ ~ ... J '-'<s"n e\""Z 
-+ -r~-+ 'l.n t; W.({.G)- r" Wo('f',.rJ~ Vl~t 
(222) 
- oo< z1!iG 
.i ~\ ~ 
+ '< • .; [ (-.x 'u.l- r.:'\'i,~...;j[ '1- • <. (' -0 '1-~l~V.(f:.rl 
o ~z ~v (223) 
y~ z: .<_00 (2M) 
Finally. application of equation 106 to equations 220 and 221 
glvea the expreaalons for tangential velocity as 
c~ z ~v (225) 
v-v '"' = i ~- :r Ci [ w. w.'<l- "'<-r.•~I z- e'~-<;...~l_ e '~-" 4 .l .,~v (1- e '1-"J] 
h• I L ("(',.+ yt .. f 
+ c 
r 
(226) 
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Aa discussed previously, the effect of the blade only b to be 
determinad, so that the expressions for the velocity perturbations 
from the actuator disc and parallel walla only, equations 135 and 
136 must be subtracted from the appropriate equations above. The 
results follow quickly, and are given by 
00 
~ \ w<.,,z) -w"')) = € CAe11"v[wo<:r .. vt)-W.~r~][1 + ((~~ .. \?.] v.~:·l"> e_"(.,:z 
n=• 
-oo<i!~O (227) 
(228) 
00 
6 Cwcr;i!'l-w(o)) .... ~L e.![wo<E' .. rt) -wo~ .. r.l'2.- e'<"'<z-').1)_ <'£!?- et"/ .. (i!•V~~ \4(~r) 
Yl•l 
(229) 
The results of equations 1.27, 2Z8 and 229 are shown in 
~ c .,\ figure a 35 and 36 for the values m .. o .1 1 =02.'W ~ and 
~ c. 16) W\ ::0.0~'5 1 •O. IW ~ , with the blade positioned at l> = ~ • 
The entire solution. Including effects of actuator disc at inlet, 
loaded blade row and variable wall are obtained by adding the 
curves of figures 35 and 36 to those of figures 28 and 29. The 
final results are shown in ligurea 37 and 38. 
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The eUecta of tho loaded blade row only on the ta.ngontlal 
VCllocity are obtained ln a slmilu manner to the above, &Dd the 
resultant equation• become 
(230) 
(Ill) 
The change ln tangential velodty aa given by these equation• 
t. ahown lo figure 39 for vn?...,. o ., , C.=0.'2.W(Iolt'k • The zero order 
c 
term V haa not been included in the figure, but must be added on 
once downatream of the blade row. The eflec:t of the blade row on the 
tangential velocity can be seen to be very ama.U, except for the aero 
c 
order term r , and ln the case m'2= o.o-as the reeulta were found 
to be negllglbly small• the maximum perturbation being A(v-v•~.oo-sw"' 
For the magnitudes of blade loading c;hoeen in these example1, 
the change in £low conditions cauaed by the rotating blade row belnJ 
euperlm.posed on the flow from the inlet guide vanes le elightly leal 
than that of the inlet guide vanea alone, the maximum perturbation• 
ln axial velocity being respectively ;z.rowto' and ;o'S wt•' for m"~· o.t , 
It le evident from the equation that the effect of the rotor on the axial 
.. so .. 
velocity vanlshca when the o.pproachlng rotation ta l'Gmoved. Thla l8 
to be expected from the fact that the rotor lrnparta a tree vortex 
motion to the flow, which would be a radial equillbrlum condition lt 
the approaching flow was lrrota.tional. For a alven rotol' input• C, 
the relative dlatol'tlon caused by the inlet guide vanea lncrea.aea moa-e 
rapidly with lncreulng rotation.!, than doea the diltortlon eaueed 
by the Addition of the rotor. Thla h. of eour1e, a. l'eault ol the tact 
that the cllatortlon caused by the lnlot guide vanea behave• aa the 
aqua.re ol the puameter ! , but the rotor distortion changea almoet 
llnoa.rly with 1• In the event that the rotol' loading waa conaldered 
to become very large, the interaction between lt and the distortion 
ea.uaed by the variable hub racUu• would have to be conaldel'ed, and 
a solution aimlla1' to that given ln Chapter VI ahould be curled out. 
vnt. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of the foregoing analysis illustrate that the veloclty 
perturbations introduced by the varying wall geometry of a tut"boma• 
chine can be of the same magnitude as the perturbations introduced 
by the liade rows themDelves, the velocity distortions being larger,. 
the greater the curvature of the wall. The method of obtaining ap• 
proprlate analytic expressions for the effect of wall shape under 
several inlet flow conditions and for arbitrary waU geometry hal been 
developed. The two examples of wall ahape illustrated here by no 
means exhaust the possible choices o! geometry which lead to easy 
analytic solutions. and the more general form of solution given in 
Chapter VI allows comparatively rapid determination of the analytic 
solution. once a wall geometry 18 chosen. 
The actual conditions to be found ln a turbomachine are closely 
approximated by the configuration investigated hereJ that of a heavily 
loaded set of inlet guide vanes followed by a varying wall radius. The 
axial velocity distortion induced by the inlet guide vanes increase• 
rapidly as the inlet guide vane loading is increased. This ia to be ex• 
pectcd from energy considerations. in that for this case the total head 
is constant for all streamlines. so that the introduction of a large 
tangential velocity at the tip radius brings about a compensating in-
crease in axial velocity along the hub radius. It was shown in the 
development o! the equations for the inlet guide vanes loading con· 
&idered here. that the equations for the flow were linear. so that 
when linear boundary conditions. such as a parallel walled annulus. 
are given. the distortions induced may be allowed to become large. 
This observation led to the use o£ the approximate boundary condition 
that the .flow over the variable wall is that found with entrance guide 
vanes and parallel walls only, In this ease then. the overall velocity 
distortions ca.n be quite large, so long as the effect o! the wall is 
auch as to not invalidate the assumption of linearity. 
The equn.tiona encountered throughout are quite complex• and the 
need tor some approximate forms similar to those developed £or the· 
ease of non- rotating flow over a varying wall radius,. Chapter m. la 
evident. In particular. the equations obtained !or the wall perturb&· 
tion of the flow i.nduc~d by the entrance guide vanes are extremely 
lengthy. and some further investigations ol these exact analytical ex• 
presaions could possibly yield some welcome approximations. With 
such approximations, it would then be reasonable to extend the a.naly• 
sis to the case where the rotating blade row is also heavily loaded1 
so that the interaction between it and the variable wall radius should 
be lncludecl. lt is clear that the calculations to be carried out under 
the assumptions o£ perfect fluid and infinite blade number need be 
carried out only to~ accuracy justified witliin the limits of these 
physical approximations. and the uae of convenient mathematical ap• 
proxima.tione within such limits ls therefore reaaona.hle. 
The effects of compressibility have not been included in the fore-
going analysis, because it is felt that though a significant portion o£ 
the change in radius of the compressor walls lo to compensate for the 
change in density of the fluid, the general flow pattern about the mean 
!low is not so greatly changed ao that the incompresaible flow pat-
terns give molt of the necessary inlormatlon. The analy•t• could 
thus obviously be extended to cover tlow ln water pump• ln which the 
comprea•ibUlty il not a !actor. 
The mixed flow compteasor. or pump• ln which both the hub 
radius and tlp radius increase throughout the machine, 1hould allo 
be amenable to a dmUar analysis as wa.• given here, though care 
should be taken tbat the variation ln wall radlua ls not such u to 
invalidate the Unearlzing aesumptlon1. 
(1) 
(Z) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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